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In my previous Blog (see Investors Guide to Mobile Money) I outlined a simplified
categorization of payment schemes for “first world” economies. The common win-win
for both mature economies and underdeveloped appears to be Cash Replacement. Cash
Replacement has been the subject of thousands of reports originating from: economists,
bankers, academics, non-governmental organizations and consulting groups (a few of
which are listed in references below). The objective of this blog is to provide a market
basis for investors and small companies attempting to “quantify” the opportunity in cash
replacement, specifically e-Money and non-card based schemes.
Global debit and pre-paid card growth have been the key instruments leading in cash
replacement use within top global economies. The card infrastructure (ie “card rails”) that
provided for this success was “built” on the credit card value chain over the last 35+
years Cap Gemini’s 2009 World Payment Report provides an excellent overview of key
trends. Key excerpts below:
• The worldwide volume of
payments made using
non-cash instruments
(direct debits, credit
transfers, cards and
cheques) grew 8.6% to
250 billion transactions in
2007. The use of cards
continues to be the single
strongest driver of volume
growth. Global card
transactions (credit and
debit) grew 14.5% in
2007.
• The ten largest markets accounted for 92% of all non-cash payments transactions
in 2007 (when they represented 84% of global GDP). However, the
• Unlike in the US, where cash in circulation has decreased by 7.4% in 2007, cash
is still increasing in Europe, albeit at a slower rate of 7.8%.

Background
A historical review of products attempting to gain traction in cash replacement reveals a
battlefield littered with the “corpses” of plastic and digital products. (Ref 1)
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Mondex, now owned 51% by MasterCard and national franchises owned by big
banks, is after years of testing still confined to trials, often internal to banks.
VisaCash. See history here http://www.mondex.org/main_page.html.
DigiCash eCash, licensed by several big banks worldwide
CyberCash never rolled out a stored value system at all; after announcing a trial in
September 1996 the CyberCoin system was never rolled out except on a limited
scale at Barclays in the UK.
eGold. http://lawvibe.com/e-gold-founder-admits-e-gold-used-for-moneylaundering/
Geldkarte in Germany
Paybytouch
Obopay

These “failures” were less to do with technology, and more to with competing against an
existing payment network(s). Payment networks are inherently “sticky” with investments
required by consumers, merchants, and banks for effective functioning. Payment
networks also have substantial government involvement to support Commerce and
Treasury functions that ensure stability, resilience and protection of parties. Innovation in
payments is challenged by this network dynamic. As most small companies know, getting
a bank to make a decision is tough... but nothing compared to getting 4-6 groups (issuers,
acquirers, merchants, MNOs, Regulators, networks, ..) to collaborate in making
coordinated change. A level of difficulty that is only superseded by the challenge new
entrants face in competing directly against these existing networks.
Why read further? Although I’ve painted a very negative picture of past payment failures
and the challenges of competing against the traditional networks, the payments business
is undergoing tumultuous change and where there is change, there is opportunity. To
understand the forces and competitive dynamics of cash replacement, it is important to
understand both the local and global forces driving this change (not exhaustive):
• Regulatory.
o EU – SEPA, PSD, UK Faster Payments, ELMI, new RTGS ...(see Ref 1
and 2)
o US – FACT, CARD, UFDP, Reg E Updates (Debit), ... etc.
o Africa – (ex. Kenya e-Transactions Law, ... etc)
o India – RBIs: RTGS, National Infrastructure for Mobile Payments, and
India Card. Also see Reserve Bank of India’s Aug 2009 regulation
preventing non-banks from domestic money transfer
o Asia – See Cap Gemini’s 2009 World Payment Report
• Card Growth
o Debit Revolution
o Pre-paid explosion
o Network independence of banks (Visa/MC no longer bank owned)
o Global Merchant Acceptance (Ubiquity)
• Technology
o Mobile Network Growth
o Mobile Handset Price (unbanked) and Capabilities
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o Standards (NFC, UICC, MiFare/ISO 14443, ...)
Consumer Behavior (too much to cover)
Pain Points
o Consumer attitudes over credit card rates and banks in general
o Interchange Rates and fraud losses
o Bank card portfolio profitability (NCL Explosion)
o Data loss, network compromise (e.g. PCI compliance)
o Serving the unbanked (profitably)
o KYC in emerging markets
o Adding MNOs and their agents to the Payment System

Emerging Market Regulation
As this blog is largely focused on emerging markets, it is worth noting several “unique”
regulatory challenges within emerging markets as regulations surrounding MFIs and
Money Transfer Services have been evolving at an astounding rate. This regulation
evolution is not taking place in a vacuum, as regulators always work with the entities they
regulate. Teams capable of local engagement and partnerships are therefore much better
suited to operate in this dynamic regulatory environment. As an example, Vodafone has
developed enormous competency in the payments space, extending not only its "product"
success in MPESA, but developing talent which can be leveraged to seed other local
teams (in the 40+ markets it serves).
As a generalization, there are 4 bodies of legislation that impact mobile money:
1. Bank Regulation (particularly role of non bank agents, and payment networks)
2. Micro Finance Institution
3. Electronic Transaction Legislation (Consumer protection, admissibility of
electronic records, prosecution of electronic crimes, …)
4. Telecommunication Regulation
MNOs success to date has not been in isolation, given that in every instance (above) the
MNO partnered with either an MFI or Bank. 2009 Mobile Money Summit in Barcelona
provided several excellent presentations covering the global regulatory environment, as
well as partnership success stories. 2009 Mobile Money Summit in Barcelona provided
several excellent presentations covering the global regulatory environment, an
environment that is both complex and evolving. It is imperative that your team
understand the local regulatory environment. Regulatory changes have significantly
impacted many investments made to date, with the key example of Reserve Bank of
India’s Aug 2009 regulation preventing non-banks from domestic money transfer
(destroying Obopay’s P2P plans).
Network Effects – Stating the Obvious
For payments to flourish, a coordinated system of instructions which can be read by
trusted participants is necessary. Providers of payment services must consider what
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network participants are providing in order to collaborate in risk management and
settlement; the greater the number of consumers and businesses that participate, the
greater the collaboration and interdependency. As more people adopt the payment
system, its value increases, since it provides access to more people; this encourages larger
networks. Not only do the benefits increase as the network expands, but the per unit cost
of service falls. This behavior is the basis for what economists refer to as a “network
effect”.
Once a payment system reaches a “critical mass”, economic value will be created at the
ends of networks. At the core- the point most distant from users-generic, scale-intensive
functions will consolidate. At the periphery-the end closest to users-highly customized
connections with customers will be made. This trend pertains not only to technological
networks but to networks of banks as well as small merchants and even to consumers
who engage in shared tasks9. From a payment network perspective, this means that the
“routing” of payments will provide much less revenue opportunity than managing the end
points (e.g. the customer interaction or the products which are sold on the network).
Transportation has proven to key opportunity for electronic money: Oyster in the UK,
Octopus in HK, CashCard in SG, ...etc. Success in these transportation initiatives has
been "relative" because they have been challenged to generated consumer adoption
beyond transportation "core", and they have not generated an attractive margin to the
network (for the economic reasons that Georgios lays out above).
The European Central Bank (ECB) has provided a new regulatory framework for
electronic payments (see ECB ELMI overview by M. Krueger, and World Bank). The
ELMI framework, as well as Singapore’s Electronic Legal Tender (SELT) concept,
demonstrate a tremendous collaborative multi year effort between central banks,
governments, financial institutions and business to provide rules, law, consumer
protections and an environment which would support alternatives to cash. However, it
also highlights the scale of effort needed to move a consumer behavior that has existed
for millennia.

Financial Case
In general, economists and bankers agree that there is a strong macro economic case for
cash replacement when accounting for the "shoe leather" costs (Ref 5). However, it
remains to be seen “who” will pay for this convenience. Ref 1. Electronic Money and the
Possibility of a Cashless Society by Georgios Papadopoulos provides and excellent
analysis:
"...the high social cost of cash is all too general. The costs and the benefits for cash as
well as for electronic money are not distributed evenly. The cost of issuing cash is paid
by the state and financed by taxation. Most of the infrastructure for e-money is paid by
the issuer, which in turn is charging the user for this payment instrument, even though
the distribution of the costs between the consumers and the merchants is uneven.
Consumers may pay a fee for the card (either directly or as a part of their checking
account), while merchants have to pay a fee to the issuing bank(s) either pro transaction
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or as a percentage of the total value of the transactions and in addition carry the cost for
the infrastructure"... from Georgios Papadopoulos
This “free nature” of cash,
combined with its unique qualities
(i.e. anonymity, history, physicality
…etc.) further challenge new
payment models and the barriers
they face from existing card and
bank networks. Payment networks
are resilient, this is both a strength
and a weakness. In 2000, the
average transaction cost for credit
card transactions was around
US$0.70 (ref 1) and thus did not
serve as a viable option for cash
replacement. At the time, VISA
cost studies showed that card
transactions of amounts of less than about US$10 are in fact unprofitable for the Issuer
bank and amounts of less than US$38 are unprofitable for the Acquirer bank. Any
product attempting to take the place of cash must make low value transactions efficient
and profitable to the parties providing the service.
The “debit revolution” for the card networks began with pricing and risk. For the nonbankers reading, issuing debit cards was (and still is) a highly contentious fight within
banks. Large issuers did not want to forsake the high margins of credit cards (350bps +
interest on ANR) for the paltry returns of linking a current account to a card (150-250 bps
and no interest income). This fight was exacerbated by the fact that banks typically run
the “card business” separate from the deposit “retail” business. Banks began supporting
debit when they realized that Debit DID NOT displace credit cards, but rather
supplemented it, providing net incremental (non-interest) revenue to the bank. After this
realization, banks then began to take issue with PIN Debit vs Signature (another story).
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US Federal Reserve – Debit/Credit Trends

US Federal Reserve – Interchange Fees (Cross border excluded)
The story of interchange rates, and how they are negotiated is complex and full of
intrigue. For those of you interested, read the US Federal Reserve’s “History of
Interchange”. As you can see from the table above the trend (across all products) seems
to point “north east”, a trend not lost on merchants and consumers. It is important not to
assume that these rates will remain static. Banks (issuers and acquirers) can respond to
competition, a state which does not seem to be of an immediate threat.
The debit success led the way for pre-paid cards. Pre-paid may present the best “global”
opportunity to reach unbanked customers and further impact cash (See US Federal
Reserve Study on Prepaid). Pre-paid is a category with both open and closed loop
models. Open loop prepaid has benefited from Visa and MasterCard’s recent
independence from their bank ownership model (in 2008 and 2006 respectively). In the
US Pre-paid has seen substantial participation from non-banks such as Wal*Mart
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(11/2009 American Banker) whose business strategy aligns well with reaching the
unbanked and delivering disruptive value in bank like services.
In the US, Gross dollar volume (GDV) for all prepaid cards is expected to grow at a
compound annual growth rate (CAGR) of 21%, approaching $250 billion by 2012. Open
loop prepaid cards are likely to produce a 36% GDV CAGR and closed loop gift cards a
5% GDV CAGR between 2008 and 2012 (First Annapolis). The EU provides a much
larger opportunity in pre-paid market. Research
indicates that the EU prepaid market is likely to
generate a turnover of €132 billion across the
predicted 418 million cardholder base, with
transaction volumes of 4.4 billion by 2015. Within
Asia and Africa, it remains to be seen whether
prepaid cards will gain traction outside of Japan,
Korea, SG, HK, and AU. New payment innovations
present opportunities for non banks to create local
(non card) networks (ex: MPesa, ZAP, GCash,
...etc.)
The network motivation for pre-paid is quite simple, just as it is with credit and debit,
there is very little incremental costs to adding transactions to the network. For merchants
the incentive is to decrease costs. Unfortunately merchants are limited, within their
existing card agreements, in their ability to pass on these costs directly to consumers (
surcharge on payment type). This limits merchant ability to incent consumer behavior
toward the lowest cost payment channel. An excellent paper covering network effects
economics and interchange is covered in Ref 7 (highly recommend).
Global Network Volume - 2009

Card products (particularly debit) are filling most of the convenience gap, as PIN Debit
competes quite well with Cash at most merchants (see The Move Toward a Cashless
Society: Calculating the Costs and Benefits) Debit card volume growth has exploded
globally, many would argue that it is the closest competitor to cash. Consumers have
shown a tremendous reluctance to bear the “direct” cost payment. In other words: would I
like to wave my phone at Starbucks to pay for my next cup of joe? yep... would I pay
$0.10 for it? nope... I will use cash.
The payment heads at the major banks echo this view, as consumer data and spending
patterns don't reveal significant gaps where consumers report that they are not served by
current payment products. Within Europe, cash replacement in areas such as ticketing and
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public parking shows significant price sensitivity on part of consumer (assumption of
convenience cost). SMS payment providers are heavily subsidized and largely
unprofitable.
Payment Costs
The benefits of electronic payments are not without costs. Most analysis estimate the cost
of payments to be 1.10% - 1.60% of GDP (EU Reference, US Federal Reserve, Journal of
Network Economics, Africa, ). Most analysis point to a significant “social” savings
potential in moving from cash to electronic payments. However, this data is highly
skewed toward developed countries (as significant differences in infrastructure are not
accounted for).
Many emerging economies which did not “ride the wave” of consumer credit access have
limited consumer and merchant payment infrastructure (ie. POS terminals, credit bureaus,
consumer laws, ...etc). In addition to infrastructure issues “Cash is King” in many of
these emerging markets because no financial company has developed business model to
profitably serve the rural poor.
Banks typically have challenges pricing “down market” as concern over cannibalization
prohibit price led competition of channel focused products which compete with an
existing product. CGAP research (also see IAMTN) shows that MNO pricing of money
transfer services is substantially lower than services available from either money transfer
services or banks.
Most interviewees in Kibera say they chose M-PESA because of cost. For example,
sending 1,000 Ksh (US$13.06) through M-PESA cost US$0.39, which is 27 percent
cheaper than the post office’s PostaPay (US$0.52), and 68 percent cheaper than sending
it via a bus company (US$1.16).

Within emerging markets, the primary distribution channel is local agents (An excellent
cost analysis for agents has been done by CGAP.) Agent incentives are a very important
aspect to any emerging market business case.
Just as banks have used payments as a “loss leader” to generate revenue from other
products (current accounts, cards, …) MNOs and their agents have created a model
where payments enhance the value proposition of their core product (communication).

e-Money
The ECB definition of e-Money is
… any amount of monetary value represented by a claim issued on a prepaid basis,
stored in an electronic medium (for example, a card or computer) and accepted as a
means of payment by undertakings other than the issuer, predominantly for small-value
transactions (for example, the settlement of modest transactions over the Internet and of
parking or telephone charges and payment for public transport services)9. In common
with banknotes and coins, e-money is ‘fiduciary money’, deriving its value not from its
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intrinsic worth but, instead, from the bearer’s expectation that it can be exchanged for its
underlying value.

Successful eMoney initiatives, in both developed and emerging markets, have typically
been tied to an existing value chain. A few examples: Paypal-eBay, Oyster – UK Transit,
Octopus – HK Transit, Payforit – UK MNOs, MPesa – Vodafone Kenya, GCash –
Global/BPI. In almost every case, these initiatives began as a closed system and evolved
to connect to other payment networks. Once value is stored in a network, every business
will seek to connect, at an investment rate proportional to the network’s size, value stored
and alignment to current customer demographic.
Paypal and Vodafone have shown that there are significant revenue opportunities in emoney. As the major card networks seek payment volume, they will likely develop new
rate structures to incent MNO led payment initiatives to “ride on their rails” (ex. Pre paid
card).
Network Profitability – 2008 US Volume

Mobile Money – Emerging Markets
The emerging market environment is a fantastic crucible for innovation as the network
effects associated with the convergence of: finance, telecommunications, consumer
access and business fuel economies within emerging markets. For those outside of the
mobile payments industry, there are 3 principle emerging market success stories in
mobile payments: M Pesa (Vodafone/Safaricom), ZAP (Zain Group), and GCash
(Globe/BPI). Understand that my list is contentious given that all three are MNO led (I’m
open to feedback, but it must be quantified by data). A more detailed list can be found
here
M-Pesa certainly seems to win the “award” based upon Consumer Metrics and most
talked about. Prior to getting started here, I encourage readers to review 2 fantastic briefs
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M-Pesa: M Pesa by Tonny Omwansa , CGAP brief. My stated bias toward MNOs in
emerging markets (See MNOs Will Rule) is driven by the following facts:
•
•
•
•

There are 3 success stories as proof points
MNOs have developed a business model to profitably sell and service unbanked
customers SEPARATE from banking (phone)
Payments enhance the MNO business model in emerging markets
MNOs have the resources to invest

The research on mobile money for the unbanked is tremendous and I can do no justice by
trying to summarize. Imagine that you run a local shop in Kenya which sells dry goods
and mobile phones, you must come up with 5 reasons why one of your unbanked
customers would want to give up cash and pay a fee to load her money on cell phone. A
few questions come to mind:
•
•
•
•
•

Value Proposition? Cost? Convenience? Will it make my life easier?
Use. What can I do with it? (something I can’t do with cash today)
Trust. Who has my money? Do my friends use it? Brand? Government?
Risk. Is it safe? (consumer protections, contract, access to legal system)
Support. Who can I see if there is a problem?

Previously I have stated a radical hypothesis: the successes above were driven by the
mobile proposition (communication), and payment supported the existing MNO value
proposition. The path of evolution for MPesa and its competitors are unclear and will be
heavily influence by regulation. Today, MPesa operates out of a single commercial
account with the central bank. That account has a balance of almost 10% of the GDP, a
fact that highlights the potential to serve the needs of the unbanked.
The emerging market evolution is not so unlike that experienced with credit cards,
although the “value chain” which drove the adoption is different. US, Japan, and EU
access to consumer credit drove the development of the card networks; Consumer’s did
not want a “card” as much as they wanted convenient access to a revolving credit line. In
emerging markets it is the demand for communication that is driving the development of
the network.
Investment
(Greater detail in my previous post – Investor’s guide to mobile money)
As we look a cash replacement we will find that initiatives are frequent and success is
not. It remains to be seen HOW the highly regulated world will evolve. In the long term,
Capital is attracted to success and growth. What we see today is a period of enormous
flux and experimentation with established players making multiple “bets” (in the form of
investment capital and revenue guarantees). Investments from established companies are
in the form both in-house and partner led initiatives (examples: Citi Obopay, Obopay
India, Nokia, Amex-Revolution Money, ... etc).
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The Silicon Valley model (where a bet is made and a US team is built to "figure it out")
faces many hurdles; it is particularly challenged for creating products and services
targeted to emerging markets (where paradigms are different and local knowledge is
key). Valuations today are driven by either: revenue, customers or board members.
MNOs will lead investment in emerging markets, small companies must find a way to
either collaborate with them (or their agents). ISVs should look 2 years down the
evolutionary path where value begins to exit the “closed network”. Outside of the top 10
card payment countries listed above, 80% of the world’s population lives... a population
that only shops locally with cash. You will have a hard time tackling this opportunity in
Silicon Valley.
http://technology.cgap.org/2009/11/11/new-business-models-in-mobile-banking/
Copyright © 2009,
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